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About This Content

This first add-on pack puts an intense focus on BioShock Infinite® combat. Combine weapons, Vigors, Gear, Tears and Sky-
Lines in ways you never thought possible as you square off against impossible odds. This pack features 60 challenges in 4 brand-
new maps. Complete Blue Ribbon Challenges and unlock concept art, Voxophones, Kinetoscopes, and more in The Columbian

Archeological Society.

Please note: Add-on Content, BioShock Infinite required to play. This content IS part of the BioShock Infinite Season Pass
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Title: BioShock Infinite: Clash in the Clouds
Genre: Action
Developer:
Irrational Games, Aspyr (Mac), Virtual Programming (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac)
Franchise:
BioShock
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista Service Pack 2 32-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 DUO 2.4 GHz / AMD Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX10 Compatible ATI Radeon HD 3870 / NVIDIA 8800 GT / Intel HD 3000 Integrated Graphics

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: Download Size: 5.64 GB

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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Fun and cheap, feels like asteroids with missions and a cool cyberpunk kinda vibe.. I really enjoyed the game. Recommended
for fans of CCGs.. \u30fd\u0f3c = 3 =\u0f3d7
THE NEW TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO
MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE
BARRAGE INTO TRAP HYPER INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD
SHOTGUN FINISHER COMBO! IM LOVIN IT!
\u30fd\u0f3c = 3 =\u0f3d7. Fun games with bright lights.. Good wie bit of fun for a few hours. Kinda like a casual version of
that masterpiece: Sid Meier's Pirates.. If you buy this game you get an exclusive hat for Guns of Icarus. That's the only reason
why I recommend this game. The hat is really fancy.

I have bought this title is on a -90% sale.. I definitely don't understand this game but I'm not ditching it just yet however I don't
think the instructions are English instead I think they're German? :(
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I will just start off quickly by saying only pay for if you have a high end pc. With mine, it lags and that's because the game
does'nt believe in dumping unnessary things, things that are no longer needed so only pay if the game is on sale.

I really like puzzle games. I have portal and play games that require much expeirence and tallant in jumping and making the
right moves. One small wrong move would send you back to the beginning of that session or entire map so every move is
important in other words.

This game has waht I want but it seems very bugged. When making a patch of ice from the blue crystals, you can only make
them to you're character's chest level and down to you're feet. When jumping, not every move like the super jump (what you get
from red crystals) can be made while doing a jump. I noticed at times when standing on the edge of the dangerous crystals that
can kill you if you stand at a certain point, they won't harm you unless you go any further.. infantry is useless, loading time is
half of game play, tactic most useless just a match to see which side has more tanks. Logic Boots is a gud game it allowed me to
build a rowboot.. So there have been a few updates to this mod, and they have improved a lot. The game seems to be alot more
balanced now, and some of the OP parts have been changed. The Kick is not as spammy as it was before and the infinite ammo
perk has been improved.

Overall this mod is alot more fun to play now that it has been balanced. There are still a few issues with it such as certain NPCs
not really working on certain maps and there not being much direction, however with some more updates and improvements
these issues can be fixed.

If you're looking for a HL2 horde/survival mod, then this is pretty good one to try.. let us list the reasons this game should not be
purchased for any price-

the moment you boot up the game, you're hit with a securom security code thingymadoodle.
this doesn't even work and in most cases won't even let you into the game.

the security thingy only gives you a few licenses so, even though you paid for the game with your own money, you're limited to
how many times you download the game.

if you happen to get past all the security stuffs, the game is awful. it has terrible controls and the graphics look less pixelated and
more compressed JPEG.

have fun kids.. If you like challenging games that you can play in short bursts than you'll probably enjoy this game.. It is dated
(released in 1996), but the mechanics and strategy are still very solid. I played the original on DOS; it is great to be able to play
it again through Steam!. When you are on Steam and looking for games to play, this should be on your Radar. This game is a
must-play to learn the ins and outs of life and how the world really works.

Just remember, always keep your hooves shiny and never, EVER EVER EVER EVER EVER, let them see you cry.
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